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     Spring flush, according to some contacts, is not giving the Midwest region the surge in milk

     production that was expected. In fact, a few contacts suggest milk is less abundant than

     this time last month. Although reported spot milk loads headed into Class III production

     remained discounted, some cheese plant managers relayed that they received fewer offers this

     week. Some co-op contacts suggest that farmers are quicker to remove a dairy cow from the

     herd if the cow is displaying problems, even minor symptoms. Particularly, those farmers who

     are incentivized by low somatic cell counts. As small farms shutter on a regular basis,

     dairy farmers are forced to use new and unprecedented methods to remain afloat. Class I

     sales are flat, and there is some anxiety regarding upcoming weeks, as schools begin or have

     begun to break for the summer. Cheesemakers are anticipating even heavier discounts in June

     and throughout the summer. Cream availability is mixed by location. Some upper Midwest

     plants have suggested that cream offers have dwindled, while some south Central contacts

     continue to move cream at or around the same price of previous weeks. Ice cream makers are

     not as active as some cream contacts were expecting, as Central region weather has warmed

     noticeably in recent weeks.

     The DMN National Retail Report-Dairy for May 11-17 noted the national weighted average

     advertised price for one gallon of milk was $2.48, down 3 cents from last week and 10 cents

     lower than a year ago. The weighted average regional prices in the Midwest and South Central

     were $2.79 and $2.24, respectively.

     Midwestern U.S., F.O.B. Cream

     Multiples Range - All Classes:               1.1900 - 1.2600

     Price Range - Class II; $/LB Butterfat:      2.8187 - 2.9352

     Multiples Range - Class II:                  1.2100 - 1.2600
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